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Abstract

The correct implementation of security protocols is
a challenging task. To achieve a high degree of
confidence in an implementation, as with any
software, ideally one requires both: (i) a formal
specification that has been subjected to verification,
and (ii) tool support to generate an implementation
from the verified specification. The formal
specification and verification of security protocols has
attracted considerable attention, with corresponding
advances. However, the state of the art in the
generation of implementations has not progressed
beyond relatively simple protocols. This paper
presents a case study on the implementation of a
deterministically fair non-repudiation protocol. Such
protocols are among the most complex of security
protocols. Sub-protocols are typically required to
guarantee timely termination. A trusted third party
must be involved to guarantee fairness. Finally, to
satisfy requirements such as non-repudiable audit,
significant infrastructure support is needed. The case
study demonstrates an improved approach to protocol
implementation. Starting with a formal specification,
a rigorous process with considerable tool support
leads to the deployment of a protocol implementation
in a flexible Web services-based execution framework.
The paper concludes with an evaluation of the
approach.
Keywords: security, non-repudiation, middleware,

B2B interaction, Web services, XML processing

1. Introduction

There is an increasing trend for organisations to
expose business processes as services for use by partner
organisations. This trend provides new opportunities
for organisations to collaborate to achieve common
goals. An example is the formation of virtual

organisations that compose new services from existing
service offerings to develop new cross-organisational
business processes. In this context, important
requirements include the mutual authentication of
business partners, that evidence is generated to hold
parties to account for their actions and that there is
acknowledgement of delivery on commitments to
collaborative ventures. Such requirements are met
through the execution of security protocols between
interacting entities.

Figure 1. Business message exchange

Figure 1 shows a typical interaction between two
parties. Party A sends a business message to party B
and B provides an acknowledgement of receipt (ack) in
return. Exchanges of this type are the basis for
standardised business conversations such as RosettaNet
PIPs [1]. Now, consider the scenario in which A and B
do not unguardedly trust each other and either party
may misbehave in some way. For example, B may
receive the business message from A but decline to
provide the ack. This is the selective receipt problem
and places A at a disadvantage. Also, unless there is
irrefutable evidence of the origin of A's message, A is
able to subsequently deny their involvement in the
exchange. Similarly, irrefutable evidence of the origin
of the ack is required to subsequently demonstrate B's
involvement. To address these problems and, thereby,
safeguard the interests of both A and B, the simple
business message exchange should be made both fair
and non-repudiable. Informally, fairness is the property
that well-behaved parties are not disadvantaged by the
misbehaviour of other parties. Non-repudiation is the
property that an action or event cannot subsequently be
denied. A number of protocols have been proposed to
solve the fair exchange problem (see [2] and [3] for
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surveys). Most practical solutions involve the
execution of a deterministic protocol (with associated
sub-protocols) to guarantee that, at termination, either
all parties have the items they expect or no party has
gained any useful additional information about the
items. It was shown in [4, 5] that deterministic
protocols necessitate the involvement of a trusted third
party (TTP) to deliver the fairness guarantee. The TTP
may be inline and mediate every step of an exchange;
they may be online — involved for protocol set-up and
to guarantee safe termination; or they may be offline
— uninvolved except for safe termination.

Figure 2. TTP supported exchange

Figure 2 depicts the general case of TTP
involvement in an exchange protocol between A and
B. The protocol, with TTP, ensures that if the
exchange completes successfully then B will receive
the business message and a non-repudiation of origin
(NRO) token for the message. In return, A receives a
non-repudiation of receipt (NRR) token that is B's
irrefutable ack for the business message. The correct
implementation of such protocols is a challenging
task. To achieve a high degree of confidence in an
implementation, as with any software, ideally one
requires both: (i) a formal specification that has been
subjected to verification, and (ii) tool support to
generate an implementation from the verified
specification. The formal specification and verification
of security protocols has attracted considerable
attention, with corresponding advances (for examples,
see: [2, 6-8]). However, the state of the art in the
generation of implementations has not progressed
beyond relatively simple protocols. This paper presents
a case study on the implementation of a deterministic
fair exchange protocol for non-repudiation of Web
services message exchange. The implementation is
complex. There is a main protocol for normal
execution and there are sub-protocols for timely
termination. In addition, to satisfy requirements such
as long-term message logging for non-repudiable audit,
significant infrastructure support is needed.

In previous work we developed middleware for non-
repudiable interactions with and between enterprise
application components [9]. We then extended this
work to provide a flexible framework for non-
repudiable Web service interactions [10]. The Web
services framework meets the requirement for loose
coupling that is common in business-to-business

interactions and, as discussed in Section 3.1, uses
various standards to support interoperability. The focus
of both middleware systems has been the ability to
change the underlying mechanism, or security
protocol, used to achieve non-repudiation in order to
meet different application-level requirements and/or to
suit the different capabilities of protocol participants.
This flexibility is discussed in [10] (and in greater
detail in a forthcoming book chapter [11]). Hitherto,
we have not addressed the systematic derivation of
protocol implementations for which there is a high
degree of confidence that they are correct with respect
to their specification. The correctness of protocol
implementations has been determined by the expertise
of the protocol programmer. The main contribution of
this paper is, then, to provide a practical way to bridge
the gap between the formally verified specification of a
security protocol and the deployment of its
implementation in the flexible Web services
middleware framework for protocol execution. Our
approach is protocol designer-driven and, aside from
initial specification, can be automated to a considerable
extent. In Section 2 we specify our chosen protocol in
a notation that is sufficiently expressive to support the
automatic derivation of an implementation. We then
show how to derive a set of finite state machines
(FSMs) that complete the specification of protocol
participant behaviour. Given these protocol models, in
Section 3 we describe the automatic generation of the
implementation for deployment in our middleware.
Section 4 surveys related work. The paper concludes
with an evaluation of our approach to protocol
implementation, concentrating on its generalisation
and suggestions for future work.

2. Protocol specification and models

We have chosen to implement a version of the
Coffey-Saidha fair exchange protocol [12] that includes
both improvements suggested by Zhou and Gollmann
[13] and our own specification of sub-protocols for
timely termination of an exchange. The protocol uses
an inline TTP to achieve fair, non-repudiable delivery
of a business message. We chose the protocol because
it is a good candidate for a service-oriented approach to
non-repudiation. For example, in our previous work
[10] we demonstrated how to vary the TTP's
responsibility for the provision of non-repudiation
services such as the long-term logging of evidence. In
Section 2.1 we introduce some essential notation. We
specify the main protocol and sub-protocols in
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we develop FSMs that
model the behaviour of protocol participants. Section 3
describes how to use the specification and FSM
models to generate the implementation.
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2.1. Protocol notation

The protocol notation extends the “Alice and Bob”
notation commonly found in the security literature.
The extensions allow a protocol designer to specify the
security tokens that participants should exchange in a
form that can be parsed automatically in order to
generate concrete representations. The extended
notation can also express control flow to specify
choices during protocol execution. There are two types
of token: primitives such as participant identifiers, and
functions over tokens. Table 1 defines cryptographic
functions used in Section 2.2.

Table 1. Cryptographic function notation

Notation Description

h(t1, t2,…tn) A hash (secure message
digest) over tokens t1 to tn

eP_P(t1, t2,…tn) Encryption of t1 to tn with
public key of participant P

sS_P(t1, t2,…tn) Digital signature over t1 to
tn with signing key of P

Tokens are combined to describe a protocol step as
follows:
stepNo A -> B : msgi = {t1, t2, … tn}

stepNo is an integer value that identifies the protocol
step. The participants (sender A and recipient B) are
separated by an arrow (->). A colon separates the
participants from the specification of the protocol
message. Messages are numbered, indicated by the “i”
in msgi above, and consist of a set of tokens. Control
flow is expressed using “if-then-else” statements with a
set of operators (==, !=, &&, ||, <, >) to test
conditions with respect to local exchange state (see
Figure 4 for an example). Local state consists of
information obtained from protocol messages and two
variables: (i) lastMsgNum — the number of the last
message either sent or received by the participant in
normal execution; and (ii) exchange termination
status. The termination status of an exchange is
SUCCEEDED if, from the given participant's viewpoint,
the exchange completed successfully after execution of
either a main protocol or an exception handling sub-
protocol. The status is ABORTED if the exchange was
safely aborted, preserving fairness. The status is
FAILED if the participant voluntary ceased involvement
before they had received all their expected items.

2.2. Protocol specification

The aim of the protocol is for the sender, A, to
exchange a business message, or application payload
in the notation, and NRO token for both: (i) non-
repudiation of submission (NRS) of the message to the
TTP, and (ii) the recipient, B's, NRR token. In this
version of the protocol, the TTP logs messages and

maintains a persistent record of exchange state for
sufficient time to enable them to fulfil their obligation
to guarantee the fairness of an exchange to both A and
B. A and B are responsible for the long-term logging
of evidence for audit. The following description is
necessarily brief. We refer the reader to [10] for more
detail. Table 2 defines the tokens used in the main
protocol shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Main protocol token definitions

Token Definition

ID h(A, B, rn)
— protocol run identifier and generating
function, rn is a secure random number

NRO_A sS_A(ID, A, B, h(payload))
— A’s NRO token

eNRO_A eP_TTP(ID, A, B, payload, NRO_A)

NRS_TTP sS_TTP(ID, A, B)
— TTP’s NRS of A’s request to start

NRR_B sS_B(ID, A, B, h(payload))
— B’s NRR token

eNRR_B eP_TTP(ID, A, B, NRR_B)

1 A -> TTP : msg1 =�{eNRO_A}

2 TTP -> A : msg2 =�{NRS_TTP}

3 TTP -> B : msg3 =�{ID, A, B,
h(payload)}

4 B -> TTP : msg4 =�{eNRR_B}

5 TTP -> A : msg5 =�{ID,�A,�B,
NRR_B}

6 TTP -> B : msg6 = {ID, A, B,
payload, NRO_A}

Figure 3. Coffey-Saidha main protocol

A starts the protocol by sending payload and NRO
token to the TTP. In return, the TTP provides NRS to
A. In steps 3 and 4, the TTP obtains NRR for the
payload from B. Finally, in steps 5 and 6, the TTP
releases all expected items to both A and B. At the end
of normal execution, A has acquired both NRS and
NRR for their message. In return, B has acquired the
business message and NRO. The TTP has the
complete set of evidence: payload, NRO and NRR.
Fairness is guaranteed because the TTP controls the
release of evidence to A and B. In particular,
encryption at step 1 ensures that B cannot obtain NRO
until they have provided NRR to the TTP. Similarly,
encryption at step 4 ensures that A cannot cheat by
obtaining NRR and then requesting that the TTP
terminate the exchange before the TTP provides
payload and NRO to B. On successful completion of
the main protocol, the TTP sets local exchange status
to SUCCEEDED.

In order to achieve timely termination of an
exchange, and at the same time preserve fairness, either
of A or B may request that the TTP terminate the main
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protocol. In this case, fairness is preserved by the
execution of either an abort or resolve sub-protocol
between an end user, U � {A, B}, and the TTP. Table
3 defines the tokens used in the abort sub-protocol
shown in Figure 4.

Table 3. Sub-protocol token definitions

Token Definition

SID A unique sub-protocol run identifier

abrtMsg1 {sS_U(SID, ABORT, ID)}

abrtMsg2 {sS_TTP(SID, ABORTED, ID)}

abrtMsg3 {sS_TTP(SID, SUCCEEDED, ID),
NRS_TTP, NRR_B}

abrtMsg4 {sS_TTP(SID, SUCCEEDED, ID),
payload, NRO_A}

1 U -> TTP : abrtMsg1

2 if status == ABORTED
  || (status != SUCCEEDED
      && lastMsgNum < 5) then
TTP -> U : abrtMsg2

else if U == A then

TTP -> A : abrtMsg3

else

TTP -> B : abrtMsg4

Figure 4. Abort sub-protocol

First, the end user sends an abort request
(abrtMsg1) to the TTP. The TTP checks the local
exchange status and the lastMsgNum of the related
main protocol to determine whether the exchange can
be aborted and, if it can, returns abrtMsg2 comprising
a signed abort token. Otherwise, the TTP provides a
user-specific message — abrtMsg3 for A or abrtMsg4
for B — that comprises a signed resolve token and the
items that U expects from successful completion of the
exchange. The corresponding resolve sub-protocol is
the same except that the first message sent by U is a
resolve request (rslvMsg1�=�{sS_U(SID,�RESOLVE,
ID)}). Further, in this case, the TTP only responds
with an abort token if the exchange cannot be resolved
(status == ABORTED || lastMsgNum < 4). After
execution of a sub-protocol, the TTP sets exchange
status to either ABORTED or SUCCEEDED (as
appropriate). Once the status has been set to one of
these values, the TTP will forever respond in the same
way to any subsequent termination request.

2.3. FSM models of participant behaviour

The protocol definitions in Section 2.2 specify
message content and the sequence of message
exchanges between participants. We now use FSMs to
model participant behaviour more precisely. The FSMs
only need to capture externally visible behaviour such
as message receipt events and message sending actions.

Internal actions (for example: message generation,
verification and logging) are generated as part of the
automated implementation process described in
Section 3. The possible types of FSM state are: start,
wait for message receipt, termination handling to
proceed to premature termination, and termination
states corresponding to: SUCCEEDED, FAILED or
ABORTED. Types of event include: begin to start a
protocol or sub-protocol, receive to receive an
incoming message, and terminate to initiate premature
termination. TTP participant FSMs also have abort
and resolve events to handle termination requests. The
one external action is to send an outgoing message.

Table 4. Transition table for participant A

State Event Next state Action

Start beginMain WaitForMsg2 sendMsg1

WaitForMsg2 receive(msg2) WaitForMsg5 none

WaitForMsg5 receive(msg5) Succeeded none

(a) main protocol (b) sub-protocol

Figure 5. FSM's for participant A

To construct a participant's FSM model, we start
with a state transition table for normal progress of the
main protocol. Table 4 is the initial state transition
table for A's participation in the main protocol shown
in Figure 3. We use GraphVix tools [14] to visualize
the table and extend the model with events for the
receipt of unexpected, or invalid, messages and for
premature termination of the main protocol. Figure 5a
is the resulting model for A, with termination states in
grey. As shown a terminate event causes transition to
HandleTermination state. This is expanded in Figure
5b to model A's participation in the sub-protocols
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specified in Section 2.2. Taken together the main FSM
and termination handling sub-FSM model A's
participation in the exchange. Figure 6a models the
TTP's behaviour in the main protocol. Figure 6b is the
FSM model for the TTP's response to a termination
request. B's main protocol FSM, as a respondent in
the protocol, is similar to Figure 6a with appropriate
changes to message numbers and for transition to
HandleTermination , as opposed to Failed , on a
terminate event. B's sub-protocol FSM is the same as
A's except that transition to Succeeded is triggered by
receipt of either abrtMsg4 or rslvMsg4.

(a) main protocol (b) sub-protocol

Figure 6. FSMs for TTP

3 .Middleware framework and protocol

handler implementation

The two main challenges for our implementation
are: (i) to maintain the abstraction of sending a Web
service SOAP message while rendering the interaction
fair and non-repudiable; and (ii) to ensure that the
underlying protocol implementation is faithful to the
abstract models of Section 2. In this section, we
briefly describe the middleware framework
(WSNRExchange) that addresses the first challenge.
Then we describe our automated process to generate a
suitable protocol implementation from its specification
and the FSM models.

3.1. WSNRExchange framework

Figure 7 is an overview of protocol execution in the
WSNRExchange framework that corresponds to the
protocol-based business interaction of Figure 2. The
middleware introduces interceptors that mediate the
exchange of application level messages. Each
interceptor exposes a Web service endpoint that

provides the same generic interface for the exchange of
protocol messages between participants. The messages
exchanged are standard SOAP messages, with payload
conveyed in the message body.

Figure 7. WSNRExchange protocol execution

Figure 8. WSNRExchange and WS standards

As shown in Figure 8, as far as is possible, the
middleware uses Web service standards. WS-Security
[15] is used to convey security tokens. DSS [16] and
XKMS [17] can be used for infrastructure services for
secure time-stamping and public key management.
WS-ReliableMessaging (RM) [18] satisfies a
requirement for eventual delivery of messages. In
addition, we have defined an extensible schema for an
NRExchangeProtocol header that carries protocol meta-
information (protocol name, run identifier, message
number, participant URIs etc.) and additional tokens
that cannot be expressed using WS-Security (including
forward and backward references to related protocol
message content).

There are two phases to message processing by the
middleware: generic message handling and protocol-
specific message handling. Both phases provide the
same handler interface. In the generic phase, an
incoming message is subject to processing that is
common to all protocols. This includes: storage in a
temporary log, decryption of encrypted elements,
verification of signatures and validation of messages
with respect to schema. If the phase completes
successfully, a protocol-specific handler is instantiated
for the protocol named in the NRExchangeProtocol
header and the message is passed to this handler for
continued processing. The protocol-specific handler
drives the execution of a protocol on behalf of protocol
participants by invoking methods on an underlying
implementation of the participant's FSM. We now
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describe how to auto-generate the handler code from
the protocol specification and associated FSMs.

3.2. Implementation of protocol handlers

The first step in generation of protocol handler code
is to implement the FSM models from Section 2.3.
To do this we have adapted the NunniFSM tool [19]
to generate Java class hierarchies for the models.

Figure 9. Classes for A's main protocol FSM

Figure 9 shows the hierarchy for A's main protocol
FSM. The CoffeySaidhaAFsm class is the entry point
for execution of the FSM. This entry point exposes
FSM event methods and maintains the current state of
the FSM (represented by an instance of one of the
State classes). The State classes provide methods for
each event and action. Invocation of a
CoffeySaidhaAFsm event method results in invocation
of the corresponding method on the current FSM state.
The State event methods always take the FSM instance
as a parameter in order to effect any subsequent state
transition. The body of a State event method or action
method comprises auto-generated calls to utility class
methods. For example, the body of the generated
WaitForMsg2State receive method contains the
following condition for a change of state:
if (Msg2Verifier.verify(msg)) {
  nrlog.log(msg);
  fsm.changeState(WaitForMsg5.instance());
}

All receive methods follow the pattern of verifying
that an incoming message is expected for the current
state, as determined by the specification, and, if so,
logging the message in the local non-repudiation log
and then changing FSM state. When a message should
be sent (for example, before transition to
WaitForMsg2State), the appropriate send action

method is invoked from the event method body before
transition to the new FSM state. Send action methods
use a message generator class to generate the message
to be sent. For example, there is a Msg1Generator for
the sendMsg1 action method implemented by the
CoffeySaidhaAState super-class. The auto-generation
of message generator and verifier classes is the next
step in the implementation process.

Message generation involves mapping message
tokens to XML fragments to insert into SOAP
message WS-Security and NRExchangeProtocol
headers. Message verification involves the inspection
of message content for XML fragments corresponding
to specified tokens and verification that the content
matches the specification. Given the protocol message
schema, it is straightforward to generate the necessary
XML processing code. For example, we use the
specification of msg3 = {ID, A, B, h(payload)}
from Figure 3 to auto-generate a SOAP message of the
following form:
<soap:Envelope>
 <soap:Header>
  <nrex:NRExchangeProtocol wsu:Id="nrhdr"
   runId="nWra…" messageNumber="3" …>
   <nrex:Participant wsu:Id="A">
    …
   </nrex:Participant>
   <nrex:Participant wsu:Id="B">
     …
   </nrex:Participant>
   <nrex:MessageReference runId="nWra…"
    messageNumber="6">
    <ds:Reference URI="#payload">
     …
     <ds:DigestValue> … </ds:DigestValue>
    </ds:Reference>
   </nrex:MessageReference>
   …
  </nrex:NRExchangeProtocol>
 </soap:Header>
 <soap:Body />
</soap:Envelope>

The above MessageReference element is a forward
reference to msg6 of the same protocol run. As
specified by the protocol, this forward reference in
msg3 includes a digest of the payload that will be
made available to B in msg6. Protocol run and
participant identifiers are also provided in the
NRExchangeProtocol header. The actual message
generated will contain other protocol related
information. From msg3, we can determine that we
must wait for receipt of the payload in msg6 to verify
the digest value. Again, we use the protocol
specification to auto-generate message verification
code. XPath expressions [20] are used to extract
message fragments for verification with respect to
expected content. For example, upon receipt of msg6,
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the following auto-generated XPath expression extracts
the relevant digest value from msg3.
/nrex:NRExchangeProtocol
 /nrex:MessageReference[messageNumber=6]
  /ds:Reference[URI="#payload"]
   /ds:DigestValue/text()

The returned value can then be used to verify that the
digest of the payload received in msg3 is the same as
the digest of the payload received as part of NRO_A in
msg6. Given the specification of message content in
the notation from Section 2 and the schema for
protocol messages, all of the necessary XML
processing code can be generated automatically. Our
related technical report [21] provides further details of
auto generation and verification of message content.

Finally, protocol handler code is generated to access
middleware services for persistence etc. during protocol
execution and to enforce user-defined termination
policy. For example, any message passed to a receive
event method has been logged in temporary store
during generic processing. If the message is verified by
the protocol-specific FSM implementation, then it
should be moved from temporary store to the long-
term non-repudiation log. Similarly, any messages that
are sent should be stored in the non-repudiation log.
Code to perform these operations is automatically
injected into the implementations of FSM methods (as
shown in the preceding receive method fragment).
Termination policy determines the triggers for
execution of an FSM terminate event and the
consequent actions. Termination triggers can be a
timeout for completion of an exchange or a limit to the
number of invalid messages that it is acceptable to
receive. The internal actions in a HandleTermination
state are to generate events to begin abort or resolve
sub-protocols, or to terminate in a Failed state.

4. Related Work

AGVI [22] is a process for automatically
generating, verifying and implementing security
protocols. The process begins with a specification of
protocol aims and the maximum cost of execution (in
terms of number of messages, encryption operations
etc.). A brute force technique generates permutations of
protocols that fit within the cost metrics. Pruning
techniques reduce the generated protocols to a set of
candidates to model and verify. If a suitable and correct
protocol is found, a Java implementation is generated.
It is unclear how the implementation is produced or
what the anticipated execution environment is. There
has been other work [23-26] that takes a formal
specification of a security protocol and then
automatically generates Java code. The approach is to
provide stubs for each participant that send, receive and
verify protocol messages. Jeon et al have done similar
work for C# implementations [27]. None of this work

addresses fair exchange or non-repudiation. Nor does it
address the deployment of a generated implementation
in a practical framework for business-to-business
interaction with an associated infrastructure that is
comparable to our Web services middleware.

5. Conclusions and future work

Given a protocol specification in the notation
introduced in Section 2.1, and a set of FSMs derived
from the specification, we have been able to automate
the generation of protocol handler implementations
that execute the protocol using our Web services
middleware. The auto-generated code executes the
protocol in compliance with the FSMs. This includes
the generation, verification and exchange of messages
that comply with the protocol specification as well as
access to middleware support services. The manual
aspects of the process involve a protocol designer, or
similar expert, expressing a protocol in our notation,
deriving the FSM participant models and providing
configuration information. Expert input to
configuration is required to identify any constraints
that a protocol places on the cryptographic algorithms
that can be used. The generalisation of our approach
relies on the wider applicability of the manual
processes for protocol specification and for FSM
modelling. From our knowledge of fair exchange
protocols, and of authentication key agreement
protocols, we are confident that these processes can be
generalised. However, further work is needed to
confirm this. A promising approach to protocol
specification is to adopt the AVISPA project HLPSL
language [28]. It is more expressive than the notation
presented in this paper and can support the
specification of algebraic properties of cryptographic
operators. In Section 2.3, we derived FSMs that model
participant behaviour by interpreting a protocol
specification to determine states, events and actions for
normal protocol execution. We then refined the models
to allow for unspecified, but implied, events such as
the receipt of an invalid message. The refinement
process clearly requires some judgement. However,
there are likely to be general rules that can be applied.
We therefore intend to model participant behaviour for
a wider range of protocols and obtain rules for the
derivation of FSMs or, at the very least, sanity checks
with respect to the protocol specification.

Kleiner and Roscoe [29] have reverse engineered
execution of Web service security protocols to produce
formal protocol specifications. The process involves
observation of a protocol run to obtain each protocol
message. These protocol messages are parsed to obtain
a protocol specification that can be formally verified.
We intend to use this process to further increase
confidence in our implementations by providing round
trip verification — comparing a reverse engineered
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protocol specification with the original specification
that was used to generate the protocol implementation.
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